40% FEWER SEAMS MEANS WHAT? REALLY.

ROLL SIZE

Let's take a closer look.

How easy is it to lay down a TPO 10' x 12' roll? How easy is it to lay down a IB PVC 6' roll? Consider the labor cost. The high labor cost for TPO results in increased time to complete a roof, translating into increased direct costs for the installer. IB PVC rolls are easier to lay down and can be accomplished more quickly. IB PVC rolls also require less labor to install.

TRUTH IN ROOFING...

LARGER ROLLS = MORE FASTENERS = MORE LABOR

Many installers see larger rolls as easier to lay down. In reality, rolls of IB PVC and TPO are designed not to sag. To keep these rolls in place, more fasteners are required to lay down a TPO 10' x 12' roll. The increased number of fasteners required for larger rolls results in increased labor costs. IB PVC rolls require fewer fasteners, which translates into lower labor costs.

SMALLER ROLLS = MORE LABOR? NO.

IB PVC 6' ROLLS

10' x 12' requires 70 fasteners, and 6' requires 30 fasteners. IB PVC 6' rolls require fewer fasteners and thus require less labor.

WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN?

Work Smarter – Not Harder.